The amygdala theory of autism
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Abstract

Brothers (Brothers L. Concepts in Neuroscience 1990;1:27–51) proposed a network of neural regions that comprise the “social brain”, which includes the amygdala. Since the childhood psychiatric condition of autism involves deficits in “social intelligence”, it is plausible that autism may be caused by an amygdala abnormality. In this paper we review the evidence for a social function of the amygdala. This includes reference to the Kluver–Bucy syndrome (which Hetzler and Griffin suggested may serve as an animal model of autism). We then review evidence for an amygdala deficit in people with autism, who are well known to have deficits in social behaviour. This includes a detailed summary of our recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study involving judging from the expressions of another person’s eyes what that other person might be thinking or feeling. In this study, patients with autism or AS did not activate the amygdala when making mentalistic inferences from the eyes, whilst people without autism did show amygdala activity. The amygdala is therefore proposed to be one of several neural regions that are abnormal in autism. We conclude that the amygdala theory of autism contains promise and suggest some new lines of research.
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Social intelligence is defined here as our ability to interpret others’ behaviour in terms of mental states (thoughts, intentions, desires, and beliefs), to interact both in complex social groups and in close relationships, to empathize with others’ states of mind, and to predict how others will feel, think, and act. We will use the term social intelligence synonymous with theory of mind [1]. Autism is a neuro-psychiatric condition that disrupts the development of social intelligence. Studies of autism can therefore allow us to study the neural basis of social intelligence.

The idea that social intelligence might be independent of general intelligence comes from four sources.

• There are individuals who are capable of considerable understanding of the non-social world (e.g. physics, maths, engineering) yet who readily admit to finding the social world confusing [2,3].

• The opposite type of individual also exists: people who have no difficulty interacting with the social world but who find non-social problem-solving confusing [4].

• Certain kinds of brain damage (e.g. to the amygdala) can cause selective impairment in social judgement [5] without any necessary loss to general problem-solving ability. Loss of social judgement can of course co-occur with memory and executive dysfunction [6], but the functional double dissociation between social and non-social intelligence suggests their neural independence.

• Many primatologists now believe that social problem-solving (independently of other factors such as tool-use or other non-social problem-solving) was a key driving force behind the evolution of primate intelligence [7].

A neural basis of social intelligence was first proposed by Brothers [8]. She suggested from both animal lesion studies [9], single cell recording studies [10], and neurological studies (cited above) that social intelligence was a function of three regions: the amygdala, the orbito-frontal cortex (OFC), and the superior temporal sulcus and gyrus (STG). Together, she called these the “social brain”. Elsewhere, we have considered the contributions of the OFC and STG to autism [11,12]. In this paper, we focus on the role of the amygdala in social intelligence, and develop an amygdala theory of autism. The theory proposes that the amygdala is one of several neural regions that are necessarily abnormal in autism.
1. The amygdala

The amygdala is a collection of nuclei. It lies beneath the uncus of the temporal lobe at the anterior end of the hippocampal formation and the inferior horn of the lateral ventricle. It develops relatively early in gestation (embryonic day 30–50), but the separate nuclei do not differentiate until postnatal life, suggesting plasticity in the cues to which the amygdala responds [13]. The old view of the amygdala was that it was mainly only interconnected with the hypothalamus, but evidence over the last two decades reveals the amygdala is intricately interconnected with many brain regions, including neocortex, basal forebrain, the “limbic striatum” (nucleus accumbens and ventral pallidum), the neostriatal structures (the caudate nucleus, and the putamen), the hippocampal formation, and the claustrum [14,15]. The amygdala blends in with the periamygdaloid cortex, a part of the uncus. It is also adjacent to the tail of the caudate nucleus. The amygdala does have some connections with the striatum, but the overall pattern of its connections is described next.

1.1. Afferents to the amygdala

The amygdala receives a great deal of sensory input in a highly processed form. Single amygdalar cells may respond to somatosensory, visual, auditory, and all types of visceral inputs. The afferents carrying this information reach the amygdala by travelling in the reverse direction along the paths followed by amygdalar efferents. Visceral inputs, particularly olfactory inputs, are especially prominent. Additional visceral information reaches the amygdala indirectly from the hypothalamus, setal area, orbital and insular-cortex, and also by more direct routes; for example, the parabrachial nucleus projects to the amygdala. The temporal and anterior cingulate cortices also project to the amygdala.

1.2. Efferents from the amygdala

Fibres leave the amygdala through two major pathways to reach many of the same areas that send efferents to it. The first pathway is the *stria terminalis*, which travels around from the temporal lobe toward the interventricular foramen, together with the caudate nucleus and the thalamostriate (or terminal) vein. The second efferent is the *ventral amygdalo-olfugal pathway*. These fibres pass underneath the lenticular nucleus and spread out to the base of the brain, ending in the septal area and the hypothalamus, in olfactory regions like the anterior olfactory nucleus, the anterior perforated substance, the piriform cortex, and in the orbital and anterior cingulate cortices. Some reach the *ventral striatum*, which includes the area where the putamen and the caudate nucleus (the *nucleus accumbens*) fuse, as well as portions of the striatum. The ventral striatum in turn projects to an extension of the globus pallidus, the *ventral pallidum*, beneath the anterior commissure. The ventral striatum and pallidum are links in a basal ganglia circuit similar to that involved in motor functions. Many ventral amygdalo-olfugal fibres reach the dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus. Finally, some amygdalar efferents pass directly to entorhinal cortex and other cortical areas in the temporal lobe and beyond.

2. The amygdala nuclei

The amygdala is not a single entity, but comprises a collection of 13 nuclei, located in the medial temporal lobe [16]. For this reason, the amygdala is sometimes called the amygdaloid complex. Traditional classification of the 13 nuclei are into three clusters:

- **The deep** nuclei (lateral, basal, accessory, basal, and paralaminar), which have the greatest interaction with the neocortex and hippocampal formation, and the most connectivity with sensory processing.
- **The superficial** regions (medial, anterior and posterior cortical nuclei), which are more closely associated with olfactory regions and with the hypothalamus. These are thought to play a role in maternal and sexual behaviour.
- **Other** nuclei (central, anterior amygdaloid area, amygdalo-hippocampal area, and intercalated nuclei). Of these, only the central nucleus has been studied, and it appears to influence the brainstem (e.g. by mediating the cardiovascular and respiratory responses during fear [17]).

Emery, using non-metric multidimensional scaling analysis based on macaque genus brains where the anatomical connections are already defined, suggests slightly different terminology for grouping these 13 nuclei into three clusters [18]. (1) The *basolateral* (BL) group (the lateral, anterior basal, mesial basal, and accessory basal nuclei). The BL group appears to be functionally distinct too, containing neurons responsive to faces and actions of others (Rolls, 1984; [113], 1992; [114]; Leonard et al., 1985; [10]; Brothers and Ring, 1992). These are not found in the next two clusters of amygdala nuclei. (2) The *centromedial* (CM) group (central, medial, and cortical nuclei, and the periamygdaloid complex). The CM group innervates many of the visceral and autonomic effector regions of the brainstem, such as the parabrachial nuclei (involved in respiratory control) and the dorsal motor nucleus (involved in cardiovascular control). (3) The *peripheral nuclei* (PN) group (cortical transition area, anterior amygdaloid area, and amygdalo-hippocampal area).

Finally, in terms of neurochemistry, the amygdala has the highest density of benzodiazepine/GABA receptors in the brain, and also has a substantial set of opiate receptors. It contains serotonergic, dopaminergic, cholinergic and noradrenergic cell bodies and pathways [19]. For a thorough review of the neuroanatomy of the amygdala, the reader is directed elsewhere [19,20].

---

2 Information in this section is based on excellent reviews elsewhere [19,95,96].
3. Amygdalar function

As the amygdala has extensive connections with the septal area and hypothalamus and with prefrontal cortex, it influences both drive-related behavior and the related emotions. In the first of these two roles, the amygdala modulates the hypothalamus. Visceral or somatic activity that can be elicited by stimulating the hypothalamus (such as feeding, or cardiovascular and respiratory changes) can also be elicited by stimulating the amygdala. The role of the amygdala in emotions has also been revealed via electrical studies. When the animal’s amygdala is stimulated, the animal typically stops whatever it was doing and becomes attentive. This may be followed by defensive, fight, or flight. In humans the most common emotion following amygdalar stimulation is fear, accompanied by its autonomic manifestations (dilation of the pupils, release of adrenalin, and increased heart rate). Conversely, bilateral destruction of the amygdala causes a decrease in aggression, with the result that the animals are described as tame and placid.

4. Evidence for the importance of the amygdala in primate social behaviour

There are several important lines of evidence implicating the amygdala in primate social behaviour. Extensive reviews exist elsewhere [9]. Here we summarise the main lines of evidence.

4.1. Lesions of the primate amygdala affect social behaviour

Ibotenic acid lesions of the amygdala affect the social behaviour of adult rhesus macaques [21]. In addition, amygdala-lesioned monkeys become socially isolated. They fail to initiate social interactions, and they fail to respond appropriately to social gestures [9,22]. Kling and colleagues have shown this pattern of effects in rhesus monkeys in semi-natural settings (the Caribbean Regional Primate Center on Cayo Santiago) [23], in caged vervets [24], in free-ranging vervets [25], and in stump-tailed macaques in different sized social groups [26]. The vervet study above showed that when the amygdala-lesioned monkeys were released into the wild they were unresponsive to group members, failed to display appropriate social signals (neither affiliative nor aggressive), they withdrew from other animals, and frequently they were killed. Those who were not killed never re-entered their original social groups. The socio-emotional deficits in amygdala lesions in infant rhesus monkeys produce last into adulthood [27,28].

In one of the earliest studies, Brown and Shafer lesioned the temporal cortex of a rhesus monkey and documented significant social and emotional deficits as a result [29]. This result was extended by Kluever and Bucy who showed that large lesions of the anterior temporal lobe (including amygdala, hippocampal formation, and temporal cortex) produced a syndrome which included the following symptoms: a tendency to over-react to all objects, hyposexualisation and loss of fear, hypersexuality\(^3\) (excessive masturbation, copulation with any object, and fellatio with both same sex and opposite sex monkeys), hyperorality (a tendency to investigate objects with their mouths, not their hands, even if the object was inedible), and in some (but not all) cases, an inability to recognize objects (visual agnosia) [30]. They called this new syndrome “psychic blindness”\(^4\) because the monkeys would approach animate and inanimate objects indiscriminately.\(^5\)

Most striking was the loss of fear towards the experimenters, and a blunting of aggression.

Subsequent work showed that the amygdala was found to be responsible for the emotional, oral, and sexual deficits [31,32]; the temporal cortex was responsible for the visual deficits [31,33]; and the dual lesions produced the combined and full syndrome [34]. Aggleton and Passingham [35] made selective radio frequency lesions of the whole amygdala, the basal and lateral nuclei, the lateral nucleus alone, the dorsal nuclei, and the white matter that borders the amygdala laterally and dorsally (the temporal stem). Their results showed that only lesions of the whole amygdala caused the complete Kluever–Bucy syndrome. Note that the sexual aberrations are not always replicated in juvenile monkeys with Kluever–Bucy syndrome [33].

Bachevalier lesioned either the medial temporal lobe (including the amygdala, periamygdaloid cortex, hippocampus, entorhinal and perirhinal cortices), or the hippocampal formation and amygdala separately [36,37]. The lesioned animal infants were raised and paired with an age-matched control animal. At two months, the infants with medial temporal lobe lesions were more passive, displayed increased temper tantrums, and initiated fewer social contacts. At six months they interacted very little with the control animal, and actively withdrew from all approaches by the normal animals. The animals with medial temporal lobe lesions also displayed emotionally expressionless faces and showed more self-directed behaviour and motor stereotypes. Such abnormalities were still evident in adulthood. Amygdala lesions alone produced a similar pattern of social abnormalities, but to a lesser extent.

Rosvold et al. showed that amygdala lesions in monkeys had a direct effect on the animal’s social status: social hierarchies were disrupted, this being due to the most dominant animal falling in dominance following the amygdala lesion.

---

3 Emery and Amaral (in press) [115], note that the projection from the amygdala to the hypothalamus may be involved in the initiation of penile erection and ejaculation, as electrical stimulation of the amygdala can cause these (Robinson and Mishkin, 1966; [116]; 1968: [117]).

4 “Psychic blindness” may approximate as a non-human animal equivalent of “mindblindness” [97].

5 It is noteworthy for the amygdala theory of autism outlined later in this paper that the original description of young children with autism referred to this lack of a differential response to people (animate objects) and things (inanimate objects) [98]. The similarity between this aspect of the behaviour of the monkeys with Kluever–Bucy syndrome and children with autism may reflect a common aetiological factor: amygdala abnormality.
Lesions in the amygdala of monkey mothers lead to the mothers showing a reduction in maternal behaviours towards her infant (suckling, cuddling, or protecting them), with the result that amygdala-lesioned mother monkeys are more likely to physically abuse or neglect their infants [39–43]. Note that amygdala lesions in infant monkeys do not disrupt the drive for attachment [44] but they do have major effects on initiating and responding to peer social interaction [37]. The data from non-human primates is largely consistent with the data from human lesion studies [45–47].

4.2. Amygdala volume and group size

There is a significant correlation between amygdala volume and social group size (a positive correlation with the BL group, and a negative correlation with the CM group) [18]. This correlation remains significant even after removing the effects of overall brain size and the rest of the amygdala, as well as the effect of body size. This was computed for 44 primates species, excluding humans. In the Emery et al. study, group size is taken as a proxy measure of social complexity, and therefore an indicator of the likely evolutionary selection pressure on ‘social intelligence’. (It is acknowledged that this is an imperfect proxy measure, since species such as ants, termites, and bees live in large social groups but do not have the social intelligence of any primate). A similar correlation has been reported between social group size and neocortex size in primates [48]. On the basis of the correlation with the amygdala and social group size, Emery and Perrett emphasize the BL group as the cluster of amygdala nuclei with the clearest role in social cognition, relative to the other two amygdala clusters of nuclei (Emery and Perrett, in press). This is also based on the connections between the BL group and superior temporal sulcus and gyros, orbito-frontal and medial frontal cortex (STG, OFC, and MFC), which have all been demonstrated to play a role in social cognition.

4.3. Neuroimaging studies in humans

The human amygdala is activated in humans when decoding signals of social importance, such as gaze, expression–recognition (especially of fearful faces), and body movements [49–54].

4.4. The amygdala, opiate system, and social grooming

The amygdala plays a major role in affiliative behaviours in primates, via grooming. Grooming when it is self-directed (autogrooming) is probably mainly aimed at cleaning the body surface, but when it is social (allogrooming) it is thought to be primarily related to the formation and maintenance of social relationships and coalitions [55,56]. Allogrooming reduces tension [57] via a decrease in heart rate, which is thought to be controlled by the central nucleus of the amygdala [58]. One mechanism for this is via the opiate system, since blocking opiate receptors with the opioid antagonist, naltrexone, increases allogrooming in talapoin monkeys [59–61]. Following social contact a measurable increase in opioid levels is also seen [62]. The link between opioid level, allogrooming/affiliative behaviour, and the amygdala is postulated because the amygdala contains a large number of opiate receptors [63].

Since this paper focuses primarily on the amygdala, we do not discuss the other postulated regions in the social brain, the superior temporal gyrus, or the orbito and medial–frontal cortex.

5. Evidence for an amygdala abnormality in autism

We turn now to consider six lines of evidence for an amygdala deficit in autism.

5.1. Post-mortem evidence

A neuroanatomical study of autism at post-mortem found microscopic pathology (in the form of increased cell density) in the amygdala, in the presence of normal amygdala volume [64,65].

5.2. An animal model of autism

The only animal model of autism involves ablation of the amygdala (in rhesus monkeys) [36]. (See above). There are obviously limits to any animal model of autism, given that the syndrome involves deficits in higher-order cognition, but Bachevalier makes the case that the effects of amygdala lesions in monkeys resemble some of the symptoms of autism. In particular, the Klüver–Bucy syndrome seems a fairly good animal model of autism [66].

5.3. Similarities between autism and patients following amygdalotomy

Patients with amygdala lesions show impairments in
social judgement [45,47] which have been likened to “acquired autism” [67]. The age of onset of deficits in acquired vs idiopathic cases is likely to mean that the two syndromes also differ in many ways, too. Similarly, patients with autism tend to show a similar pattern of deficits to those seen in patients with amygdala lesions [68].

5.4. The effects of temporal lobe tubers

In cases of tuberous sclerosis, autistic comorbidity is determined by hamartomata in the temporal lobe [69].

5.5. Structural neuroimaging

A recent structural magnetic resonance imaging study of autism reported reduced amygdala volume [70].

5.6. Functional neuroimaging

Using single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), patients with autism spectrum conditions show significant reductions in temporal lobe blood flow. This is not simply an effect of temporal lobe epilepsy [71]. In our recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we found that adults with HFA or AS showed significantly less amygdala activation during a mentalizing task (Judging the mind in the Eyes task), compared to normal [49]. Because it constitutes the first direct in vivo evidence for a functional amygdala deficit in autism, we describe this study in detail next.

6. fMRI Study of high functioning autism/asperger syndrome

The following is a summary of the above fMRI study [49]. Six subjects with autism (4m, 2f) were matched for mean age, handedness, IQ, socioeconomic status, and educational level, with 12 subjects in the normal group (6m, 6f). IQ was assessed with the full Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-R). Subjects were only included if their IQ was in the normal range (i.e. above 85 both in terms of full-scale IQ, and in terms of performance and verbal IQ). Individuals in the clinical group all had a diagnosis of autism or Asperger Syndrome, using established criteria [72,73].

In the fMRI scanner, a blocked periodic ABA design was employed. Each epoch (A or B) was presented for 30 s, and there were five cycles of AB alternation in total. Images were acquired from each subject during visual presentation of two tasks, both of which involved deriving socially relevant information from facial stimuli. This periodically designed (ABA) experiment was expected to induce periodic MR signal change with signal maximum during task A in brain regions relatively specialized for gender recognition from facial stimuli; and periodic MR signal change with signal maximum during task B in brain regions relatively specialized for mental state recognition from facial stimuli. The response involved a forced choice between the two words offered (pressing one of two buttons with the right hand to select the right or left word). Correct words were counterbalanced to left and right side.

Task A. Subjects were visually presented with a series of photographs of eyes and asked to indicate by right handed button press whether each stimulus was a man or a woman. In this first task (A: gender recognition), instructions to subjects were to decide for each stimulus which of two simultaneously presented words (“male” or “female”) best described the face. Each stimulus was presented for 5 s and was followed by a 0.75 s interval in which the screen was blank. Stimuli were drawn from 30 faces of women or men. Stimuli were presented 3.5 m from the subject, subtending visual angles of 10° horizontally and 8° vertically.

Task B. Subjects were presented with exactly the same stimuli but were asked to indicate by button press which of two simultaneously presented words best described the mental state of the photographed person. Thus, the key difference between the two tasks was the type of judgement the subject had to make when viewing the eyes. Subjects were presented with an example of the stimuli before scanning. For this second task (B: theory of mind), instructions to subjects was to decide for each stimulus which of two simultaneously presented words best described what the person in the photograph was feeling or thinking. Task B is an “advanced” theory of mind test, in that it is used with adults.

Adults with high-functioning autism or AS, with intelligence in the normal range, show deficits on this task [74], as do parents of children with autism/AS [75]. Children with William’s Syndrome are not impaired on this test, despite their general retardation [76]. Examples of the eyes used in the experimental condition, together with the forced choice words that appeared underneath each face, are shown in Fig. 1.

Functional MRI data were analysed in two stages: first, generic brain activation maps were constructed separately for the control and autism groups. These maps identified voxels demonstrating significant power of periodic signal change over all subjects in each group; they also represented differences between generically activated voxels in terms of phase of response to the experimental input function. Thus it was possible to determine which voxels were activated in each group by each of the two tasks. Second, we used ANOVA to identify voxels that demonstrated a significant difference between groups in mean power of response to each task.

Fig. 2 shows the functional system activated by presentation of the theory of mind task in the control and autism groups. This system can be anatomically subdivided into two main components: (i) a set of fronto-temporal...
neocortical regions, comprising left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) approximately Brodmann area (BA) 44, 45, 46; the left medial frontal cortex MFC (BA 9); supplementary motor area (SMA) (medial BA 6); and bilateral temporo-parietal regions, including middle and superior temporal, angular and supramarginal gyri (BA 21, 22, 39, and 40); and (ii) a number of non-neocortical areas, including the left amygdala, the left hippocampal gyrus (BA 27 and 30), bilateral insulae, and left striatum.

The autism group activated the frontal components less extensively than the control group; and did not activate the amygdala at all. As shown in Table 1, the control group demonstrated significantly greater power of response in the left amygdala, right insula, and left inferior frontal gyrus. The autism group demonstrated significantly greater power of response in bilateral superior temporal gyrus (STG).

Regarding the left amygdala, this area may be critically involved in identifying mental state/emotional information from complex visual stimuli such as the eye region. This laterality effect is consistent with previous studies: the left amygdala appears to be specifically activated in emotion processing [52,77] (but see [78,79]). The autism group appears not to perform the task using the amygdala, but instead place a greater processing load on temporal lobe structures, specialized for verbally labelling complex visual stimuli and processing faces and eyes. This may arise as a compensation for an amygdala abnormality.

This study suggests that mental state concepts are processed in the amygdala, both when the task involves inferring mental states from eyes, or other animate actions [50]. The fMRI study provides strong evidence of the role of the amygdala in normal social intelligence, and abnormality of the amygdala in autism. Although some structural
imaging studies of the amygdala in autism suggests this is normal [80,81], others have documented anomalies [70] and the fMRI study described above suggests functional anomalies exist.

7. Other brain areas that might be abnormal in autism

Whilst this paper highlights the necessary role on amygdala abnormality might play in autism, we do not suggest that this is the only abnormal neural region. For example, the case has been made for anomalous functioning in the cerebellum [82], hippocampal formation [83], medial frontal cortex [84], and fronto-limbic connections [85] in autism. Reduced neuron size and increased cell-packing density has also been found in the limbic system, specifically the hippocampus, subiculum, entorhinal cortex, amygdala, mammillary bodies, anterior cingulate, and septum in autism [64,86–89]. A full review of neuroimaging of autism may be found elsewhere [80]. Here, we instead follow a line of argument begun by other authors emphasising an amygdala theory of autism [37,66,86]. This is consistent with studies showing temporal lobe and limbic epilepsy in a proportion of children with autism [90]; for an excellent review see Ref. [37].

8. Future work

The literature reviewed in this paper hints at the validity

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cerebral region</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>N (voxels)</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superior temporal gyrus or Wernicke’s area</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>−55</td>
<td>−28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>A &gt; C</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>−28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>A &gt; C</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior frontal gyrus or Broca’s area</td>
<td>44/45</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>−46</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>C &gt; A</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>−7</td>
<td></td>
<td>C &gt; A</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−23</td>
<td>−11</td>
<td>−7</td>
<td></td>
<td>C &gt; A</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of an amygdala theory of autism, but future studies will be
needed to test this more extensively. For example, it will be
important to test if the amygdala in autism can be activated
to normal levels using other cognitive tasks, or if the deficit
associated with the Eyes Task extends to other tests of social
intelligence.

Secondly, it is known that the amygdala plays a role in the
recognition of fear [45,46,91]. Related to this, the amygdala
is implicated in the formation of conditioned fear responses
to auditory stimuli [47,92]. If there is an amygdala deficit in
autism this might be expected to lead to abnormal fear
responses in such children (either showing too little or too
much fear, compared to non-autistic controls). Studies of
fear in autism might be an indirect method to test predictions
from the amygdala theory. Finally, future research will
need to specify in greater detail, which of the 13 nuclei in
the amygdala are intact in autism, and which are impaired.
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